
5.8GHz 

360° circular, Φ14m at height of 2.5m 

Adjustable from "-" (approx. Φ6m) 
to "+" (approx. Φ14m) 

Installation and assembly of electrical equipment 
must be carried out by qualified electricians. 
Contact a qualified electrician in the event of fault or 
break down.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

The penetrability of the detector varies for different materials. 
Please see the below table:

4.1.2 Helpful tips for installation

Material Penetratable Attenuation

PVC & plastic Yes 5%  - 10%

Wood Yes 10%  - 20%

Glass
Yes, though different
thicknesses of glass
can result in different 
attenuation  

15%  - 30%

A circuit breaker (250VAC, 10A) type C according to 
EN60898-1 of LoadⅠ(CH1) shall be installed in the fixed 
wiring for protection.
A circuit breaker (250VAC, 6A) type C according to 
EN60898-1 of LoadⅡ(CH2) shall be installed in the fixed 
wiring for protection.
Do not mount on conductive surfaces. 
Do not open the enclosure frequently.
Turn off power when changing the light sources.
High in-rush current could occur when bulbs of certain 
types are used which may damage the unit permanently.

CAUTION!

 
   

  

 

 Load I (CH1) For Lighting: µ
Incandescent Lamp     : Max. 2300W
AC Halogen Lamp        : Max. 1200W
LV Halogen Lamp       : Max. 1100VA / 600W
         (traditional)
         Max. 1100VA / 900W
         (electronics)
Fluorescent Lamp      : Max. 900VA / 100µF
          25 x (1 x 18W); 12 x (2 x 18W)
          15 x (1 x 36W); 7 x ( 2 x 36W)
          10 x (1 x 58W); 5 x ( 2 x 58W)
          Max. 1100VA/600W
          (uncompensated)
LED Lamp                      : Max. 600W
Energy Saving Lamp  : Max. 600VA / 400W
         (include CFL and PL lamp)
Load II (CH2) For HVAC (Lux is invalid):
Max. 5A (cos φ <=1) for 250VAC 
Max. 5A for ≤ 30VDC
Max. 1A (cos φ =0.4) for ≤ 250VAC

 

1  PACKAGE CONTENT

Detector

1

Manual

1 1

MY-R11H Remote
Control

(For optional purchase)

Pattern

Item

Quantity

3  DIMENSION

220-240V~  50/60Hz

-20oC to +50 oC

        
  Time 1 (for lighting): Adjustable from approx. 

        5sec to 30min, Test &   1s
Time 2 (for HVAC):    Adjustable from approx.
         10sec to 60min

IP54

Rated voltage

Frequency

Detection
Angle
Meter 
Adjustment

Load

Operating 
Temperature

Environmental 
Protection

Auto Off Time
Adjustment

Lux
Adjustment

Adjustable from approx. 10Lux to “     ” (∞) and
“    ” (learning range: 10Lux - 2000Lux)

MY-HF114-RR: Φ 80 x 90mm 

FIG.1

Φ80

4 INSTALLATION AND WIRING

Please disconnect power completely and read the entire
instruction manual carefully before installation.  

FIG.2-BFIG.2-A

4.1 Select a proper location
4.1.1 Detection coverage
It can be installed at the height of 2 - 5m, the recommended 
installation height is 2.5m to gain the optimal detection pattern, the
detection range can reach up to a diameter of 14m and cover 360°
detection angle (FIG.2)   

R7 m
R2m

Major motion Minor motion

2.
5m

4m
14m

FIG.3

B    4m (at A < 30cm)
B    1m (at A     30cm)

A

Detector 

<
< <

B

FIG.4
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1m< 1m<
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4.2 Function
4.2.1 Manual ON / OFF switching function

4.3 Wiring 

To ensure the correct wiring, please re-check it carefully after 
wiring.

NOTE

4.3.1 Normal application (see FIG.5)

FIG.5

Voltage
Supply

Fan

Heater
Contactor

Manual 
Switch

LoadPush 
button
(N.O.)

D2  D1

MY-HF114-RR

R

FIG.7

Φ=68

Drill a hole with 
Φ=68mm on the
ceiling

6 - 8mm

30 - 35mm

HIGH FREQUENCY (MICROWAVE)
PRESENCE DETECTOR

for Lighting and HVAC Automation Control
MY-HF114-RR

2 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
2.1 Features

2.2 Characteristics of high frequency presence detector 
MY-HF114-RR sensor is able to penetrate non-metallic 
surfaces such as wood, plastic, light brick, glass etc. to 
provide better protection. It cannot penetrate metal and 
water.
MY-HF114-RR is reliable and its detection range is unlikely to 
be affected by temperate, dust, light and airflow. 
Humidity, vibration and moving the sensor can weaken the 
performance of the MY-HF114-RR.
MY-HF114-RR is more sensitive to movement at different 
speeds which leads to a larger detection range. It is less 
sensitive to movement at a consistent speed which would 
reduce the detection range.
MY-HF114-RR can be falsely triggered due to its high 
sensitivity and penetratability of non-metallic materials. 
This is an important factor to consider when choosing the 
location. 

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5

Under Auto mode, the load will turn on automatically when 
movement is detected, and the ambient light level is below the Lux 
setting value. When no movement is detected and the delay time 
has  expired, the load will turn off automatically.

4.2.2    Function of R terminal

Case 1: Manual off switching (Lux setting is invalid): 
Under the light on status, the light can be manually switched off by 
short pressing (≤1sec) the push button. Whilst in this operational 
mode, if the detector is triggered by movement, the lights stay off 
for the duration of the set switch off delay time. 

When there is no movement detected and the pre-set switch off 
delay time is reached, the detector resumes operations according to 
the previous operational mode set by knobs or IR. If the push button 
is pressed for (≤1sec) during the light manual off period, the manual 
light on function will be activated (see Case 2).

Case 2: Manual on switching (Lux setting is invalid):
Under the light off status, the light can be manually switched on by 
short pressing (≤1sec) the push button. Whilst in this operational 
mode, if the detector is triggered by movement, the light stays on 
for the duration of the set switch off delay time. When there is no 
movement detected and the pre-set switch off delay time is 
reached, the detector resumes operations according to the previous 
operational mode set by knobs or IR. If the push button is pressed 
for (≤1sec) during the light manual on period, the manual light off 
function will be activated (see Case 1).

4.2.3 Ambient light appraisal
According to the changeable ambient light level, the detector can
postpone the delay time of turning on and off the load to avoid
unnecessarily switching due to rapid ambient light changes. 

Ambient light level changes from bright to dark: 
To avoid unnecessary switching ON/OFF load due to temporary 
ambient light value change caused by nature, for example a 
passing cloud, the detector has been designed with a 10 seconds 
delay for activating the light on. The detector will ignore any 
movement within the 10 second delay time, and the red LED will 
be continuous as an indication, the detector does not react during 
the 10 seconds delay time.

Ambient light level changes from dark to bright: 
If the ambient light level continuously exceeds the switch off Lux 
value for 5min, different reactions occur depending on the time 
setting value.
Time setting 5min; the light will be automatically switched off
after 5min.
Time setting < 5min; the light will be automatically switched off
when the set time is reached and no movement is detected during 
the 5min. But if movement is detected within the 5min, the time
will be reset upon detection until 5min later, in which case the light 
is switched off.

FIG.6

R

MY-HF114-RR

MY-HF114-RR is a ceiling flush mount active high frequency 
(microwave) motion detector. Integrated with a Doppler radar 
sensor, it is especially responsive to small movements. The load is 
switched on automatically when movement is detected, and the 
ambient light level is below the set lux level. Load will switch off 
automatically when no movement is detected and the preset delay 
time has expired. 

4.1.4. Water flowing through pipes can falesly trigger the 
MY-HF114-RR. For this reason, it is recommended to place the 
sensor away from waterpipes as per the following guidelines: 

A push button can be series connected to the R Terminal to 
enable manual on/off control of the load. Case 1: on → off; 
Case 2: off → on, while pressing push button (≤1sec). Note, 
this function is invalid when the lighting (detector) is in the 
On 8hrs & Off 8hrs mode set by MY-R11H remote control.

4.2.2.1 

HIGH FREQUENCY (MICROWAVE)
PRESENCE DETECTOR

for Lighting and HVAC Automation Control
MY-HF114-RR

4.4.6 Restore power supply.

4.4.3 Refer to illustration of FIG.5-FIG.6 for correct wiring and ensure 
           protection cap is aligned with the bulge of housing (see FIG.8), 
           then screw the protection cap back on securely.

4.4.5 Lift up the two spring clips of the detector and insert detector into 
           the drilled hole on ceiling (see FIG.10). 

4.4.2 Use screwdriver to break the rubber gasket, then feed cables 
         through it (see FIG.8).

FIG.10

Φ68mm
Power cable

Spring clips

FIG.8

Non-dropping
screw

Rubber 
gasket

Protection 
cap

< 1mW Approx. 1000mW

The high-frequency output of the radar module is <1mW; 
approximately just 0.1% of the transmission power of a mobile 
telephone or the output of a microwave oven.

Brick Yes, if brick wall is
less than 30 cm thick

No, if brick wall is
30 cm thick or more

60% - 70%

100%

100%

100%

Reinforced 
concrete

Metal

No

No

4.1.3 When mounting the detector on ceiling
Please place the detector at least 4m (B) away from wooden, glass 
or brick walls which are thinner than 30cm (A), or 1m (B) away from 
walls which are thicker than 30cm (A). Alternatively, users can 
adjust the meter setting to decrease the sensitivity and coverage 
range, which can help prevent false triggers when people move 
past the other side of the wall (see FIG. 3).

4.4 Installation procedure

To install detector, drill a 68mm diameter hole in ceiling and keep the
power cable outside. Strip off 6 - 8mm of  cable sheathing for
wiring (see FIG.7).

4.4.1 Ceiling flush mounting

4.3.2 Staircase timer switch controlled by one sensor 
           (Time 1 should be set to   1s   ) 

Φ67

9
0

6

2
0

Big grove Small grove
Big 
grove

Small 
grove

Big 
grove

Small 
grove

FIG.9

For round cable of 
Φ5 - Φ12.5mm

For 2 round cables of
Φ5 - Φ6mm

For round cable of 
Φ3 - Φ5mm

For 2 round cables of
Φ3mm

For one or two flat 
cable(s) of 4 x 8mm

4.4.4 For product with cable clamp, the cable clamp has two 
         groves for holding cables in different diameters (See FIG.9).



5.2.1 Adjust the knob to “     ” when the ambient light level 
matches desired setting (see FIG.11-A).
5.2.2 When the knob is set to “     ” originally, it should be 
adjusted to any position for more than 1sec, before turning 
back to “    ” (see FIG.11-B).  
5.2.3 The load will be off. LED starts to flash slowly indicating           
entering into learning mode. Learning will be completed 
within 25 seconds. Afterwards, the LED and load will keep on 
5sec or LED flash quickly for 5sec and load is off to confirm 
successful  learning (see FIG.11-C).
5.2.4 After learning procedure, the detector returns to AUTO 
mode with LED and load being off.

7.1 It is strongly recommended to purchase our high quality IR 
      remote control MY-R11H for easy and safe setting operations on
      MY-HF114-RR.

7.2 MY-R11H remote control function:

5.3 Walk test (Lux is invalid) 

FIG.12

The purpose of conducting the walk test is to check and adjust the
detection coverage.

5.3.1  Tester must be within the detection coverage.
5.3.2 Switch the power on. 
5.3.3 The detector takes approx. 30sec to warm up with load and red
           LED is on, then turn off after warming up time.
5.3.4 Walk from outside across or toward the detection coverage
           until LED and load turn on for 2sec (see FIG.12).
5.3.5 Adjust Meter knob to achieve desired detection range.

FIG.13

MY-R11H

MYHF114-2018-0001
3.28.0220906080101

5.2 Lux learining function with knob 

FIG.11-C

W

LED and load off

Detector switches to AUTO mode

W

LED and load keep on 5sec
(the actual light level range 
is 10 - 2000Lux) 

LED flashes slowly for 25sec 
and load is off

W

LED flashes quickly for 5sec & 
Load is off (the actual light 
level range is out of 10 - 
2000Lux)

W

Button Function

7  OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

8 TROUBLE SHOOTING OF MY-R11H
The following table outlines common trouble shooting issues and
relevant solutions.

Problem Suggested solution

Detector 
fails to 
receive 
signal

Fail to 
transmit 
signal

Possible cause

1.  Low battery power.
2. Pressed two or more 
     buttons at once. 

In locked mode.

　
　

　

　
　
　

Unlock MY-R11H.

No signal

OFF

To lock MY-R11H buttons
By pressing        button, MY-R11H buttons will be 
locked and no key function is possible (except       
&       ).

The default channel is CH1 (Load I) after unlocking
MY-R11H. 
When operating MY-R11H under Unlock mode, the  
detector will lock automatically 5min after the  

Unlock MY-R11H buttons

To set Load I (CH1) off for 8hrs
By pressing        button, the load connected to 
detector will beturned off for 8hrs.
Detector will return to Auto mode after 8hrs. Or
press        button again to exit “8hrs Off mode”
during this period, detector will return to Auto 
mode. Or switch off power supply to presence 
detector for 5sec to reset Auto mode. 
Load I (CH1) can be set to on mode by pressing 
       button under off mode.ON

OFF

TEST

Test mode
Press        button to enter Test mode.
Detector’s LED will turn on for 2sec during this 
stage. Walking through the detection coverage, 
both Load (CH1) and detector’s LED turn on for
2sec once detector is triggered (reaction is
regardless of Lux value). 
Load II (CH2) does not work in test mode.

Button Function

Button Function

To reset settings on presence detector
Aim at detector and press        button all settings on 
the presence detector will go back to potentiometers’ 
setting, and all MEMO data will be deleted. 

To adjust Lux value

The previous setting values can be stored and 
duplicated to other detectors

10
Lux

2000
Lux

~

MEMO

MEMO

To read-in the actual ambient light level
Actual ambient light level can be read-in as threshold 
for switching the connected load, if the provided Lux 
values do not match required setting.
Press “        ” button until detector's red LED flashes 
indicating it is entering learn mode, learning time is 10sec. 
The actual light value is read-in and confirmed by both 
the load and LED turning on for 5sec. 
The load then turns off and returns to auto mode.
Note: If the ambient light level is not in range of
10 - 2000Lux, detector will learn for 10sec, then LED
flashes quickly for 5sec, and the alternative of 10Lux
or ∞ value will be stored depending on under 10Lux
or above 2000Lux value.

1
Min.

60
Min.

~

By pressing        to enter short impulse
mode, detector’s LED will flash for 2sec for
confirmation. Load I (CH1) will turn on 1sec and
off for 9sec when movement is detected.
The detector will then respond to movement and
the pre-set Lux value. 

Short impulse mode for LoadⅠ(CH1)

+
SEN

SEN
-

Press               to set the sensitivity of detector. Each 
time the user presses the button, the sensitivity of
sensor will increase or decrease 10%. The red LED
will flash to confirm the action.  
Press        to increase the sensitivity of detector. 
Press        to decrease the sensitivity of detector. 

Adjustment of detector’s sensitivity

Time2

Time1
Pressing        sets the delay Off time value of 
Load I  (CH1), and        sets the delay Off time value
of  Load II (CH2). 
        is invalid if the detector has only one load. 

Select load for time setting

Time setting for Time / Time1 or Time2

ON
By pressing        button, the load of detector will 
be turned on for 8 hours 
Load will be turned off after 8hrs and return to Auto 
mode. Or press        button again to exit this 
“8hrs on mode” during this period, detector will 
return to Auto mode. Or switching off power supply 
of presence detector for 5sec and reset Auto mode. 
Load I (CH1) can be set to off mode by pressing 
       button under On mode. 

To set Load I (CH1) on for 8hrs 
ON

OFF

NOTE
When the actual light level is out of the range 10 - 2000Lux,
detector will learn 25sec, then the red LED flashes quickly for
5sec. When the actual light level is below 10Lux, Lux value is 
set to 10Lux, or is above 2000Lux, Lux value is set to ∞
(uncontrolled by lux setting).    

 

Installer should be away from the detector to avoid affecting 
the luminous flux that reaches the detector when learning Lux 
value.

6 TROUBLE SHOOTING
The following table outlines common trouble shooting issues and
relevant solutions.

Problem Possible cause Suggested solution

1. Detector is 
    nuisance triggered.

2. Incorrect wiring.

1.  Keep away from detection
     coverage to avoid activating
     detector while testing.
2. Refer to wiring diagrams
     and check correctly wired.

LED does 
not turn 
on

1.  No power is
     supplied 
2. Incorrect wiring.

1. Switch on the power.

2. Refer to wiring diagrams
     and check correctly wired. 
     (see FIG.5 - FIG.6).

Nuisance 
triggered

Lighting 
device
does not
turn off

Lighting 
device
does not
turn on

1. Incorrect wiring.

2. Malfunctioned 
     load.

1. Reflective metallic 
    materials.

2. Vibration of 
    installation surface.

1. Check if the detector is aimed 
    toward any reflective 
    metallic materials.
2. Check if the detector is  
    mounted on the vibrational 
    surface.

1.  Refer to wiring diagrams
     and check correctly wired. 
     (see FIG.5 - FIG.6).
2. Replace the disabled load
     with a new one. 

TEST

Then by pressing        button for approx. 3sec
ensuring it is aimed at above detector, to save
the Lux and time setting of this detector. 
Detector’s LED will flash during this stage.
Aim IR remote control at a new detector and press
      button for approx. 1sec. Saved settings are
now applied to the new detector.
Repeat Step 3 as required. If no data has been
saved in IR remote control, then detector will have
no signal response after pressing        button.
If battery is removed for more than 5sec or       
button is pressed, all the data in IR remote
control is deleted. 

MEMO

Time1

Time2

Time2

Press       or       to select the load. Pressing
corresponding button, the desired switching of delay 
time of Load I (CH1) can be exactly set. It is confirmed
by flashing of detector’s LED for 2sec.

Time1 Time2

+
SEN

SEN
-

OFF

last operation if        button is not pressed.

unlocked and functional.
By pressing        button, MY-R11H buttons will be 

By pressing corresponding button, the selected 
light level threshold is set to presence detector for 
switching on the connected load. 
Load (CH2) is independent of Lux value.  

1.

2.
3. 

Operate within 
transmission range
(≤14m), and ensure 
MY-R11H is aimed 
directly at the detector   
Replace battery 
Refer to Section 5 -
TROUBLE SHOOTING

1.
2. 

Exceed the
transmission range.

Low battery power.
Detector works 
abnormally. 

1.

2.
3. 

Replace battery.
Press one button at a 
time.

MEMO

+
SEN

SEN
-

Copyright  C  2018 mySmart Pty Ltd. 
All rights reserved. No reproduction, copy, or transmission of this product may be 
made without written permission.FIG.11- B

1sec after, goes
back to ”     “

Adjust knob to
other position
from ”     “ 

FIG.11- A

Adjust knob to
”      “ from 
other position

ON

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Set the desired Lux and time values on one 
detector by using MY-R11H remote controller. 

RESET

When the sensitivity of detector is at its highest or 
lowest level, it is confirmed by the red LED staying
on for approx. 2sec. 

Range:

    (learn): 

5.1 Setting of Meter, Lux and Time knobs

Knob
(Ex-factory
setting)

Function Knob setting

Set delay 
off time for
lighting

 Time1

Lux

Meter

Set the 
ambient
light value
for switching
on load

Set the 
detection
range

Set delay
off time for
HVAC

Time2
           
           

Range: 

Test:

  1s   : 

  

                 
         

5 OPERATION

Adjustable from
“-“ (approx.  Φ 6m) to 
“+” (approx.  Φ 14m)

Adjustable from approx.
10Lux to “      ” (∞).  
The actual ambient light 
level (10Lux - 2000Lux) 
can be read in.  

Range: 

Adjustable from approx. 
5sec to 30min
Test mode (Load and red 
LED will be 2sec on, 2sec 
off)
Short impulse mode for 
staircase timer switch 
control (Load will be 1sec 
on, 9sec  off) 

Range: Adjustable from approx. 
10sec to 60min 
(Reaction is regardless of 
Lux value)
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